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L3Harris offers a portfolio of forward-fit and retrofit technology solutions for civilian, corporate, governmental, military and commercial rotorcraft. Our solutions include ADS-B In and Out systems that go beyond the minimum government mandates, as well as traffic and weather, standby systems, flight data recorders, battery packs and lightweight LED displays.

**EFD-750 & ESI-500**
Electronic Standby Instrument Systems

**Lynx®**
ADS-B Transponder and Display Systems with Active Traffic Options

**PANTHR™**
Large Area Display (LAD)

**Flight Data Connect**
Web and Full-Service FDM/ FOQA Services

**Lightweight Data Recorder (LDR)**
ED-155 Certified Recorders Supporting Video, Voice and Data

**FA5000 Series**
ED-112A Certified Cockpit Voice and Data Recorders Supporting Video, Voice and Data

**SRVIVR®**
ED-112 Certified Cockpit Voice and Data Recorders for Small Spaces

**MADRAS FA2200/2300**
Flight Data Recorders Combine Data Acquisition and a Crash Protected Recorder

**NXT-600™**
Optimized for NexGen ADS-B Operations

**NXG-900™**
WAAS/SBAS Compliant GPS Source and ADS-B Receiver Provides FIS-B Weather to Mobile Applications

**T³CAS**
All-in-one Surveillance Platform including TCAS I, ADS-B In/Out and Mode S Transponder